Volunteer: 3D Lab

The East Central Region’s 3D lab is open for volunteers to assist in printing, prepping, and painting 3D printed artifacts for outreach and projects. Artifacts from Kingsley Plantation that align with our Project Archaeology curriculum have been printed and painted, along with objects from the 1715 plate fleet wrecks. These objects will be used for outreach and children’s activities.

Volunteer, Bree Harris, works on painting 3D printed artifacts from the 1715 fleet.
The East Central Region partnered with the Museum of Seminole County History to host the Girl Scouts of Citrus in a Pottery Works on the first day of Florida Archaeology Month. The Girl Scouts learned about different Florida pottery types, tempers, and uses. They then got the chance to do experimental archaeology and create their own pottery. Students used carved wooden stamps, shells, fabric, cordage, and sticks to decorate their finished pottery.